It is a central tenet of protein evolution that the threedimensional structure of a protein family is better conserved than the sequences themselves. So structural similarities between related proteins should be detectable over longer evolutionary distances and be most useful for the functional prediction of proteins without closely related homologs. (Figure 1, upper part) .
from the bacterium S. violaceoruber, and subsequently was structurally characterized [3, 4] . The enzymatic properties of bacterial PLA2 resemble closely that of the eukaryotic sPLA2 forms, including the strict requirement for Ca(II). But the lack of visible sequence similarity and the fundamentally different structural fold have been interpreted as indicating a distinct evolutionary origin [3] .
As indicated in the original report on cloning Streptomyces PLA2, sequence database searches with standard methods like BLAST [5] reveal significant similarities to a number of uncharacterized proteins from other bacteria, but fail to show a relationship to established PLA2 forms or to other hydrolytic enzymes. To search for more distant sequence relatives, we constructed generalized profiles [6] from a multiple alignment of the bacterial PLA2 and its reliable BLAST matches (Figure 1, upper part) .
Unexpectedly, the result of the profile search clearly demonstrates a significant relationship to a number of established PLA2s: The best match (p<0.01) was the conodipine-M α α chain from cone snails, a well-characterized PLA2 toxin [7] . Among the next seven high-scoring sequences, six corresponded to known eukaryotic PLA2s, including the group XIV enzyme from Drosophila and the mammalian group XIII enzymes. The seventh sequence was an uncharacterized Pseudomonas protein, another likely PLA2. The best-scoring non-PLA2 was the MAP kinase ERK4, which reached an insignificant p value of only 0.6. As expected for profile searches, the significance values of other eukaryotic PLA2 sequences further improved after incorporating conodipine-M in a subsequent cycle of iterative profile refinement. As shown in Figure 1 , two classes of residues are nearly invariant between prokaryotic and eukaryotic PLA2 isoenzymes: two cysteine residues that form a structurally important disulfide bridge, and the polar residues required for catalysis and the coordination of one Ca(II) ion. The eukaryotic PLA2 enzymes typically From comparing the structures in Figure 2 , it becomes clear that the two enzyme classes are true homologs: the sequences as well as the structures are distantly related. It is the relative degree of divergence in structure and sequence that sets this case apart from those discussed previously [9] , where a limited structural correspondence usually goes along with an even lower degree of sequence conservation. In the case of prokaryotic PLA2, the structural conservation is confined to a region too small to yield significant comparison scores, at least in the context of the nonconserved portion of the structure. The structural comparison clearly performs better when using only the conserved central region, although the resulting DALI-scores are still not significant. Moreover, in a structural genomics setting, this information is typically not available beforehand.
Apparently, modern profilebased sequence comparison methods have advantages in handling such extreme cases of 'focal conservation'. It is to be expected that structural comparison methods too could profit from the 'profile approach'.
A comparison of relatively closely related structures would reveal which positions of the fold are less variable than others. Those structurally conserved elements could then be assigned a higher weight in subsequent comparison cycles, resulting in an iterative refinement process as it is routinely used in profile and HMM methods [10] .
